USS LUNA MISSION
Stardate 10103.25


NPC Cast:

OPS_Stricker
Mark Tordai

Host Shann says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin mission Summary>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Last week on the USS Luna................

The USS Luna was in space dock preparing for departure when shipboard sensors detected a warp core breech.  The ship was immediately launched leaving several crewmembers behind.  If was later found out that it was a mistake by an EO.  The ship is currently at station keeping with an incoming communiqué for the captain.

Any crewmember that was left behind is being shuttled to the ship.

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

XO_Merced says:
::logs out of the console and rubs eyes::  All Bridge:  Status?

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: in Sickbay reviewing files ::

CEO_Keorn says:
::In shuttle Kros inbound to station from Keorn's home world::

CTO_Jokeg says:
XO: Tactical systems ready sir.

TO-Duvas says:
::Working at Tactical station 2::

TO-Duvas says:
CTO_Jokeg: Shuttles inbound. Open a comm?

OPS_Stricker says:
@::Sitting onboard the shuttle::

XO_Merced says:
CTO:  Thank you.

CTO_Jokeg says:
TO: The Doctor has requested that 12 phaser rifles be stored at Sickbay, I need you to oversee that.

Host Shann says:
ACTION:   Again the Luna is hailed with a message for the CO

CTO_Jokeg says:
XO: Incoming message....

TO-Duvas says:
CTO_Jokeg: Aye. On my way now.

XO_Merced says:
CTO: ::standing to face the screen::  On Screen.

TO-Duvas says:
::Logs off his station and heads for the TL::

CTO_Jokeg says:
::puts the message onscreen::

OPS_Stricker says:
@::Sits at the OPS console scanning to find the Luna::

TO-Duvas says:
::Enters the TL:: Computer: Sickbay.

Host Shann says:
ACTION:  ON THE SCREEN APPEARS A FEMALE HUMAN WITH WHITE TEMPLE LOCKS.  SHE HAS ON THE INSIGNIA OF VICE ADMIRAL.

CTO_Jokeg says:
::looks at the viewscreen::

XO_Merced says:
COMM: How can I help you Admiral?

OPS_Stricker says:
@::Trying to raise the Luna on all comm. level...but there is no answer::

Host Shann says:
ACTION:  THE WOMEN SLOWLY RAISES AN EYEBROW.

CTO_Jokeg says:
::sees a incoming comm from a shuttle:: COM: Shuttle: This is the Luna.

TO-Duvas says:
::Arrives on Deck 7 and heads for Sickbay::

CEO_Keorn says:
::Opens comm to Starbase:: COMM:SB: This is shuttle Kros, I am Cmdr Keorn reporting for duty

OPS_Stricker says:
@COM: Luna: This is Lt. Timothy Stricker onboard a Starfleet shuttle craft... Do you read me, over?

TO-Duvas says:
::enters Sickbay:: *CMO*: You in here. ::In a deep Klingon voice::

CTO_Jokeg says:
COM: Shuttle: Read you fine, can I help you?

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: raises an eyebrow as she is standing right in front of the TO, and nods to him ::

FCO-LtDoole says:
@OPS: Request they open main shuttle bay and prepare for docking.

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
TO: What can I do for you?:

XO_Merced says:
::a bit uncomfortable with the silence::  COMM:  Were you looking for the Captain?

Host Shann says:
Comm Xo:  COMMADER, I AM VICE ADMIRAL KAREN WINTER, DUE TO YOUR "RAPID" DEPATURE FROM STAR BASE I WAS UNABLE TO SPEAK WITH YOUR CREW PERSONALLY ABOUT YOUR FIRST MISSION

OPS_Stricker says:
@::Nods at the FCO:: COM: Luna: Requesting permission to come aboard

CEO_Keorn says:
::Comm officer on station reroutes signal to Luna:: COMM: Luna: This is Cmdr Keorn requesting docking clearance for a Klingon shuttle

TO-Duvas says:
CMO_Ravenprowler: I am to store 12 phaser rifles in this section. By order of the CTO Jokeg.

CTO_Jokeg says:
::scans the shuttle, looking over the data:: COM: Shuttle: You are cleared to dock, opening shuttle doors.

CTO_Jokeg says:
::opens the doors::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
TO: The weapons locker is in my office, follow me and I will show you,:  :: goes thru the door to her office and points to the locker::

Host Shann says:
ACTION: THE ADMIRAL HAS ISN'T VULCAN BUT SHE HAS STOIC LOOK AND ALMOST FIRE IN HER ICE BLUE EYES

OPS_Stricker says:
@FCO: Take her in Lt. COM: Luna: Acknowledged...

XO_Merced says:
COMM: Adm. Winter: We can provide transport for you if you wish, or return to the station.  Whatever is your desire.

OPS_Stricker says:
COMM: Luna: Acknowledged

TO-Duvas says:
::Follows the CMO.:: CMO: Thank you. ::Looks in the weapons locker::

Host Shann says:
@COMM: I HAD HOPPED THAT YOUR CAPTAIN WOUDL BE ONT HE BRIDGE BUT YOU WILL DO... FOR NOW.  ::LEAVES IT HANGING::

XO_Merced says:
COMM: Adm. Winter: The Captain was called away unavoidably.  How can I help you?

CEO_Keorn says:
::Does flyby while waiting for response from hails for docking clearance::

Host Shann says:
@COM: Commander... I will give you your orders here...

FCO-LtDoole says:
@::guides the shuttle in smoothly and powers down:: COMM: Luna, the shuttlecraft is aboard and docked, please close shuttle bay doors

TO-Duvas says:
::Takes note that there is only 8 phasers in the locker:: CMO: I will return with the rest of weapons.

FCO-LtDoole says:
@All: We have arrived.  Let's get to the bridge.

OPS_Stricker says:
@FCO: As a former FCO, I have to say that that was precision flying Lt. Great job!

XO_Merced says:
::mindful of the audience, but waits patiently on the admiral::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
TO: Aye, thank you.:

CEO_Keorn says:
::repeats his hail:: COMM: Luna: This is Cmdr Keorn requesting docking clearance for a Klingon shuttle

TO-Duvas says:
::Turns and exits the sickbay. Nodding as leaving::

Host Shann says:
@COMM: You are to report to Benning out post.  This is a basic shake down cruise BUT you are to have a minor mission to care for.  3 archeologists have disappeared into the mountains, and there seems to be a field disrupting the transporters. You are to find out what happened to the scientists

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: wanders around her office, gazes at her bat'leth hanging on the wall and notices it is a little crooked, moves to straighten it, then nods with approval.::

TO-Duvas says:
::Heads for the nearest weapons locker on deck 7 to retrieve 4 more phasers::

XO_Merced says:
COMM: Adm. Winter: Yes sir.  I assume we shall be receiving the standard mission brief with the pertinent information for this mission shortly?

FCO-LtDoole says:
@::opens the shuttlecraft door and heads for the turbolift::: OPS: You coming?

Host Shann says:
@COMM: you should have it by now.

CEO_Keorn says:
::repeats his hail again:: % COMM: Luna: This is Cmdr Keorn requesting docking clearance for a Klingon shuttle

XO_Merced says:
<SO Jorge> COMM: Keorn: Sorry about the delay sir.  Clearance granted shuttle bay 2.

OPS_Stricker says:
::Stands up from the console:: FCO: Our course Lt. I am right behind you...

TO-Duvas says:
::arrives outside weapons locker 8:: Computer: Access Locker room 8. Tactical Officer Duvas Alpha Kilo 253

CEO_Keorn says:
COMM: Luna: Thank you, Kros out

FCO-LtDoole says:
::enters turbolift with OPS:: TL: Bridge

XO_Merced says:
COMM: Adm. Winter:  Thank you sir. ::sorta wondering what to say at this point::

Host Shann says:
@::closes connection abruptly::

TO-Duvas says:
<Computer> TO: Access granted. ::The doors open to the weapons locker swiftly::

XO_Merced says:
COMM: Adm. Winter: We shall review it and get underway as soon... ::talking to blank screen::  O-kay...

FCO-LtDoole says:
::arrives on bridge with OPS::

OPS_Stricker says:
::Smiles at the FCO, he remembers when he was the flyboy::

FCO-LtDoole says:
::exits turbolift::

CEO_Keorn says:
::Heads shuttle into bay and powers down::

OPS_Stricker says:
::Exits the TL and head for the XO:: XO: Lt. Timothy Stricker reporting for duty. This PADD had my service record. ::Hand him the PADD::

TO-Duvas says:
::Duvas enters and retrieves 4 type 2 phasers:: Computer: Record file. 4 type 2 phasers will be issued to Sickbay.

TO-Duvas says:
<Computer> TO: Record filed and recorded. 4 type 2 phasers to sickbay.

FCO-LtDoole says:
::straightens uniform, looks for and finds the XO::

XO_Merced says:
::turns and sees the new arrivals, accepting the PADD:: OPS: Mr. Stricker.  I remember you from the Pendragon.  Good to have you with us.  Welcome aboard.  Take your station please.

CEO_Keorn says:
::exits shuttle and heads for the bridge::

OPS_Stricker says:
XO: Oh yes Mr. Merced.. How could I forget?  Thank you sir. ::Takes the OPS console::

TO-Duvas says:
::Exits the weapons locker:: Computer: Lock weapons locker 8. :;hears the familiar locking sound and heads off to the Sickbay again carrying 4 phasers in hand::

FCO-LtDoole says:
::approaches the XO: ::looking down and XO:: XO: Lieutenant M. J. Doole, Flight Control Officer, reporting. Here are my orders, sir. ::hands PADD to XO::

CEO_Keorn says:
::exits TL and moves around to face "the big chair” tm::  XO: Cmdr Keorn reporting for duty

XO_Merced says:
::accepts the PADD::  FCO: ::scanning the PADD::  Everything seems to be in order here.  ::looking up::  Welcome aboard Lieutenant.  Take you station please.

OPS_Stricker says:
::Sitting at the OPS monitoring the comm::

FCO-LtDoole says:
XO: Thank you. ::takes the helm::

XO_Merced says:
::looks at the newest arrival::  CEO:  Commander Keorn.  ::smiling:: Welcome aboard.  How was your trip?

TO-Duvas says:
::enters into the sickbay:: CMO: I am back with the phasers. ::Walks to the weapons locker to stow away the 4 phasers::

CTO_Jokeg says:
::closes shuttle bay doors::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
TO:: Very good, what is the emergency access code for the locker?::

XO_Merced says:
OPS: Can you call the senior staff together for a meeting in the observation lounge, please?

CEO_Keorn says:
XO: It was well, I was able to stop over and see how my family was doing before reporting in, the shuttle I used was one of my families' ships and they will be sending a transport for it

CTO_Jokeg says:
::looks at the two new arrivals, then back to his console, returning OPS control back the OPS station::

TO-Duvas says:
CMO_Ravenprowler: Your access code is your personal pass code.

FCO-LtDoole says:
::mumbling to self:: I'd like to talk to the EO who almost destroyed my engines with that Warp core incident thing.

OPS_Stricker says:
XO: Yes sir!

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
TO: Thank you.

XO_Merced says:
CEO: ::nods:: Do we need to return it to the station before we leave then?

TO-Duvas says:
::Looks up on the wall and sees the Bat’leth:: CMO: Have you had many battles with that? ::Pointing to the Bat’leth::

OPS_Stricker says:
*Senior Staff* To all the senior staff there in a meeting in the observation lounge right way, over and out

CEO_Keorn says:
XO: I will have the shuttle depart for the station automated.  The station should be able to retrieve it easily

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
TO: Aye, I am the current Women's Champion.

FCO-LtDoole says:
::gets up and heads for the Observation Lounge::

XO_Merced says:
CEO: ::turning to head toward the lounge doors::  Sounds good.  Join us in the lounge will you?

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
*OPS*: On my way, Ravenprowler, Out.:

FCO-LtDoole says:
::enters lounge::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
TO: If you will excuse me.:

CEO_Keorn says:
::follows XO

OPS_Stricker says:
::stand up from his console and head to the observation lounge::

CTO_Jokeg says:
::hears OPS, locks console::*TO*: Report to the bridge. ::heads for the lounge::

TO-Duvas says:
::Raises and eyebrow to the comment:: CMO: Aye good.

TO-Duvas says:
*CTO*: Aye on my way.

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: leaves her office, heads out of  Sickbay and enters the TL, Deck One.::

TO-Duvas says:
::Exits the sickbay following the CMO::

OPS_Stricker says:
::Enters lounge right behind the very tall FCO::

TO-Duvas says:
::Enters the TL with the CMO::

XO_Merced says:
::enters lounge and takes seat at head of table, waiting for the remainder to file in and find chairs, anticipating a fight for the chairs closest to the door::

CEO_Keorn says:
::Moves into room taking a seat halfway down the table looking out into space::

OPS_Stricker says:
::Takes a seat at the middle of the table::

CTO_Jokeg says:
::sits in a chair, leaning back a bit::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: exits the TL, pauses at the bridge door to straighten her uniform and enters the bridges, crossing over to the OL, and enters standing near the door::

CTO_Jokeg says:
::thinks last time we had a meeting we almost had a warp core breach::

XO_Merced says:
::turns to the CMO::  CMO:  Please have a seat.  We need to get started.

OPS_Stricker says:
::Looks around to see some very new faces and smiles::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
XO: Aye, Sir, :: Takes a seat nearest the door::

TO-Duvas says:
::Exits the TL::

XO_Merced says:
::smiles briefly at all, realizing the smile is lost mostly on the klingon crew::  All: This will be brief.  I don't want to risk another core breach.  ::pausing for any laughter at his very small joke::

CTO_Jokeg says:
::looks at Cmdr Merced, face expressionless::

TO-Duvas says:
::Moves to his station at Tac 2::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: grunts in the XO's direction::

CEO_Keorn says:
::wonders of a core breach and his work to do in the near future::  XO: I have never lost a ship and I will not let a core breach happen

OPS_Stricker says:
::Looks around confused::

XO_Merced says:
All: ::continuing::  We have received a mission from Admiral Winter to investigate the disappearance of three archeologists in the Benning system.

XO_Merced says:
CEO: While I understand that you have not been aboard for more than a few minutes, the station chief has assured me of the readiness of the engines.  How long will you need to be comfortable with that assessment?

XO_Merced says:
All Rest:  Can I take by the readiness reports I have been receiving that we are otherwise prepared to depart?

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
XO: Aye, Sir.:

CEO_Keorn says:
XO: If a core breach has been detected then I would need at least 12 hours to assess the situation, but we can travel during most of it, we can be under way in 2 hours

OPS_Stricker says:
XO: I’ve only been on a few minutes as well, but the OPS department will be ready sir...

XO_Merced says:
CEO:  It wasn't a true core breach, only the alarm for one.  Can we be ready in fifteen minutes?

CTO_Jokeg says:
XO: Tactical is ready sir.

CEO_Keorn says:
XO: I would like to check one system.  It will take about 20 min once I get to ME

XO_Merced says:
::looking around at the table nodding::  All:  Then you are all dismissed to your stations.  We will be getting underway in 20 minutes.

CEO_Keorn says:
::Stands and heads for ME::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: snaps to her feet, and quickly leaves the OL::

OPS_Stricker says:
XO: Yes sir! ::Walks out of the lounge and sits at OPS::

CTO_Jokeg says:
::nods and gets up, heading back to the bridge::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: head to the TL, Deck 7::

TO-Duvas says:
::Notices the senior staff exiting the OL::

CTO_Jokeg says:
TO: We are departing in 20 minutes.

XO_Merced says:
::exits the lounge for the bridge::  FCO:  Lay in a course for the Benning system.

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: exits the TL, and enters Sickbay, calling the Medical staff to attention::

FCO-LtDoole says:
::leaves the OL, and returns to the helm:: ::looks at OPS:: OPS: this sure is configured differently from a Galaxy Class.

CEO_Keorn says:
::exits TL and starts giving orders::

OPS_Stricker says:
FCO: That is...this ship is smaller and smoother, she's a good ride.

CEO_Keorn says:
Self: Glad I moved from one Nebula class to another

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: The medical staff snaps to attention, and gives their full attention to the CMO::

FCO-LtDoole says:
::punching console:: Course laid in , Bearing 351 by 479 Mark 3, Warp Factor 6

CEO_Keorn says:
::moves to main console and brings up environmental subsystems, finds faulty chip in ME sensor systems::

FCO-LtDoole XO:Engaging engines (Warp.wav)

XO_Merced says:
CSO,CTO: I would like you two to coordinate your efforts in determining what you can about the field energy recorded in the mission brief.  I would like the option of beaming through it if possible.

CTO_Jokeg says:
XO: Aye sir.

Host Shann says:
ACTION:  The USS Luna Jumps to warp 6 heading for Benning out post

CEO_Keorn says:
*XO* I have detected the problem and we can be underway in 5 min

OPS_Stricker says:
::Checking sensor, personnel and communication systems::

XO_Merced says:
FCO:  ALL STOP!!!

CSO_Monroe says:
::Walks onto the bridge with a hand full of PADDs:: XO: Aye.

CEO_Keorn says:
::completes replacement of faulty chip::

CTO_Jokeg says:
::head snaps up::

XO_Merced says:
FCO: WHO TOLD YOU WE COULD GO TO WARP RIGHT NOW?

CTO_Jokeg says:
::looks at the CSO::CSO: Writing a book?

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
ALL: We are soon departing on our shakedown voyage.  I will expect all staff to handle themselves professionally and by the book.  If you are unsure of a procedure or course of treatment you will ask a question is that understood?

OPS_Stricker says:
::Looks at the FCO then the XO::

TO-Duvas says:
::Looks up:: To Self: Typical ensign. ::Growling::

CEO_Keorn says:
::Arcing energy snaps though the panel as the new chip is placed in burning Keorn's arm and chest::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: The Medical Staff, raises a chorus of Ayes ::

CSO_Monroe says:
::Places the PADDs on the Chair beside his console::

Host Shann says:
ACTION:  The ship goes to all stop with a minor  jolt, need to get the dampers fixed

CTO_Jokeg says:
::nearly falls forward into the console::

CEO_Keorn says:
*SB* Medical treatment team to ME

XO_Merced says:
::glaring at the FCO::  FCO: You are relieved of duty.

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
ALL: You are dismissed.  You may resume your duties.

FCO-LtDoole says:
::out loud:: What the.....

XO_Merced says:
*CEO* Commander.  Report.

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
*CEO* What is the nature of the problem?

FCO-LtDoole says:
::checking console readings

CEO_Keorn says:
*XO* Sir we are ready to engage the warp drives but I was injured by the early start, I am reporting to SB

CSO_Monroe says:
::Checks Sensor readings::

OPS_Stricker says:
::Stands up from his console:: XO: Does the FCO need to be removed?

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: grabs the nearest nurse and head to the TL::

XO_Merced says:
::turns to the OPS officer::  OPS: Man your station.  ::turns back to the FCO::  FCO:  Leave the bridge.

CEO_Keorn says:
::Grabs dermal regenerator and begins treatment::

CSO_Monroe says:
::Watches the PADDs fall onto the floor::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: pulls out her tricorder as she enters ME::

OPS_Stricker says:
XO: Aye sir.  ::Sits back down at OPS::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
CEO: What happened?

CTO_Jokeg says:
::looks over at Science station as the PADDs fall::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: moves to the CEO, and scans his injuries::

FCO-LtDoole says:
::walks off the bridge::

TO-Duvas says:
::Hears the PADD fall to the deck and looks at where the noise came from::

CEO_Keorn says:
CMO: I only called because it is protocol.  I am a trained field medic from my time on the Scimitar. It does hurt though so since you’re here. ::hands her the dermal regenerator::

XO_Merced says:
TO: Ensign.  Take the conn.

CTO_Jokeg says:
::looks at Duvas and grins::

CSO_Monroe says:
::Reads the sensor logs::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: checks the scans and accepts the regenerator from the CEO::

TO-Duvas says:
XO_Merced: Aye. ::Moves to the Flight control station::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
CEO: Minor injuries, stand still I have you back to full status in a moment.:

CTO_Jokeg says:
CSO: We are to work together on the energy field on our upcoming mission to find a way to beam through it.

OPS_Stricker says:
XO: Sir, internal sensors are down from that jolt. I am attempting to repair them sir

XO_Merced says:
*CEO* Are we ready to engage engines, commander?

CTO_Jokeg says:
TO: Check the IDF, seems to be a bit out of alignment.

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: finishes regenerating the chest neck, and arms, resets the regenerator for facial and finishes the job.::

CEO_Keorn says:
::Notices inertial dampeners are misaligned and uses his now healed arm to realign while the CMO works on his chest::

CEO_Keorn says:
XO: Aye sir

TO-Duvas says:
XO_Merced: We are at a full stop. Course laid and ready when you are.

CSO_Monroe says:
CTO: Aye Commander, what do you have so far?  I can get you sensor readings right now.

XO_Merced says:
*CEO* Thank you.  TO: Engage.  Warp 8.

CTO_Jokeg says:
CSO: I haven't had the chance to look over the data. Thought we could do that together.

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: pulls out a hypospray and updates the CEO's tetanus, and gives him an antibiotic for prophylaxis::

TO-Duvas says:
CTO_Jokeg: Aye. Checking now. ::Pulls up the IDF:: Confirmed. It is out of alignment by .035.

TO-Duvas says:
XO_Merced: Aye. Engaging at warp 6. ::Enters the command to enter warp::

OPS_Stricker says:
XO: Internal sensor array is full repaired sir...

CTO_Jokeg says:
TO: I'm sure the CEO has it aligned now.

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
CEO:: You are returned to duty, today is not a good day to die.: :: Smirks in Keorn's direction::

CSO_Monroe says:
CTO: Alright.  ::Digs through his PADDs on the floor and picks one up:: CTO: Sir, here are some preliminary scans so far.

CEO_Keorn says:
CMO: This would not have been my chosen way to die anyway

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: turns and leaves ME, back to the TL, Sickbay.::

CTO_Jokeg says:
::takes the PADD, looking at the data::

XO_Merced says:
OPS: Thank you lieutenant.

OPS_Stricker says:
::Nods at the XO::

XO_Merced says:
TO: What is our ETA?

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
*XO*:: Our CEO, is returned to duty status, minor injuries, he is fully recovered.:

Host Shann says:
ACTION:  The USS Luna Jumps to warp7 heading for Benning out post

OPS_Stricker says:
::Monitoring all communication relays::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: updates the CEO MR in Sickbay before going back to readying Sickbay for injured.::

XO_Merced says:
*CMO* Thank you doctor.

Host Shann says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

